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In the previous paper C 4Jwe gave the resu1ts between the singu1ar sets of some 
infinite1y generated K1einian groups and their computing functions and presented three 
prob1ems; ( 1) Is G*(α。)the μ-convergent type，ずMs(E)=O?(II) Does it hold O<Mμ。(E)-
at the肋凶dorffdime附 iond(E)HIll)DOESitalwayshofd d(E)訂 '0for G*(α。)? 
The purpose of this paper is to show that ( 1) and (II) can be s01ved positive1y. We 
shall give in ~ 2 the properties of the limiting computing functions on G *(α。)and show 
in ~ 3 that (1) and (II) are s01ved by using these properties. 
~ 1. Preliminaries and N otations. 
1. Let {Kjlf=1 and {Hi，H/fi=p+1 be an infinite number of circles externa1 to 
one another in the extended comp1ex p1ane C= {z ; IzI豆∞f， where {Hi，H/fi=p+1 
tend to on1y a finite point Q for q→∞. Let B be a domain bounded by these circles. 
We may assume no 10ss of genera1ity that these circles are contained in some closed 
disc Do= {z ; I計三五 ρ。f. 
Let {Tjl f=1 be the elliptic transformations with period 2 corresponding 
to {Kjf f=l' each of which transforms the outside of Kj onto the inside of itse1f. 
Let {Tjfi=ρ+1 be the system of hyperbolic or 10xodromic transformations， each Ti of 
which transforms the outside of H i onto the inside of H i. Then the 
system Qj. {Ti， T;1 fi=1 (Ti= T;1 ，1孟i孟p) generates an infinite1y generated 
discontinuous gromp denoted by G and we call Qj. the generator system of G， where 
T;1 denotes the inverse of T i' 
Take a positive integer q(>p)and consider a subset tJN=i TJiLU{T口 T;1fi=1 
(N =2q-p) of 1. Then γN generates a finitely generated subgroup GN Of G.If we 
denote by BN a domain boundedby {Kjff=1 V {H;， H/fi=p+1 (N=2q-p)， it is wel1 
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kno研il1that coincides with a fundamental domain of We gave some results with 
respect to the set EN of using the relations between EN and the 
functions on ([2J). We 8ha11 get G from for N→ω。
2. De1Jote the radius of a circle HE lHi， H/f';'~Þ+l and assurnεthat there 
exists some positive constant K independent of H such that it holds 
一一一一 三 K 。1(H) - - ， 
where =inf I z引andthe infimum is taken for al points Z EH and for a!i points ， 
on any circle from 1 ;' l 'f~刊 -{HI.
Deiining the product ST in G T(z )， we canwrite any element U of G 
in the form 
U=T，__o ・ Tiっ (Ti，di(1三五i三三日);1'-;，1 宇 T，J。
ど "J-<tf 
We call the integer n the grade of U and for simplicity we use the notation S(i1) 
to clarify grade of U. 
Consider the image by any element エ Tin， 也 T'2 (E GN). It is 
easily seen that is bounded an outer boundary circle -1) and (N -1) 
inner boundary circles S(n)( CT) (Tj~ T;/ ' Wεsha11 call such inner boundary 
circle the circles of grade n. Circles and 1 H"H/ 仰い whichbounds BN， 
are of O. The circles of n with respect to G can be defined in the same 
way園
N ow let us impose a restriction with respεct to the accumulation of circIes for G. 
Consider the circle : I z-αI =rT. of radius rT; with center a( for any TiいQj).
Take some circle ヰT，)of B and denote the distancεfr百工lαto
byPiTムthat1S， 
(1.1) ρj(Ti)= inf I z-a(Ti) 1.




We assume that there exists a positive constant K 1 (α) depending only on some 
positive number a (0くα<2) satisfying 
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r(T;) .N 
(B) W(T;，a)= 2;' (一一一一)α 手 K1(α')，
Tiε1j ρAT;}2 
where 2;'ぃ denotesthe sum with respect to al T; (ヰTJ， Then we can determine the 
T ε'U 
unique numberα。(詮0)such that 
(L3) α。=inf1α ; K1(α)<+∞1. 
We note thatαo is always equal to 0 for GN. 
From now we shall call such discontinuous group with these properties (A) and (B) 
the Kleinian group with properties (A) and (B) and denote it by G *(α。)and the gerierator 
system by 宮本(ao). 
3. Let 5(川=T;".・ T;2T;1 (T;j E !lj.N) be any element of GN and assume that 
T日1 土 Tfor a fixed element T (E!Jj) and take any point zEDT. Ifwe denote by Rs九(υ伺"
the radius 0ぱft出heisometric circle 0ぱf5品{打伺川n叫l>we obtain easily 
(l.4) 
dSfJz)JRS〈川 μト」了ニー~ 14 = ( 一一一一一)μ (0<μ<4)， 
iz ， 1 z-S(，Moo) 1 
where 5(J) denotes the inverse (5(n))一1= T~1 . . . T;，; of 5(n). Here we note that 
zEDT and 5品(∞)EDT.~l ヰ DT.
Forming the sum of (N -1)" terms with respect to al .S(η) (EGN) such that Ti/ヰ T
and T;jヰ T;~~1 (1豆j孟n-1)， we had the function 
(l.5) :L(乞T)(Z)= 2; (一一 R.三，)-)μ， 
'比四 九戸GN 1 z-S(~)(∞) 1 
a吋 calledxfif)(z)the JEt F-dimensional computl昭 functionof order n on T The 
domain of defhition of xff)(z)is DT(〔21
Since each term in the sum xJsf)(z)is positive，xJZ)(z)hasmcessar1137 the 
unique limit containing the infinity for any Z EDT' if N tends to the infinity. Thus we 
can define the function 
(l.6) lim dtpu)=1imz(R5，川 )μ=ヱ(プ)--)μ， 
RQ 
N→∞ n，山 N→∞ 1z-5(J)(∞) 1 51")εG 1 z -5 (，~) (∞) 1 
and we shal1 call it the μdimensional limiting computing function of order n on T and 
denote it by x ff)(z) 
N ow let us give the following definition (C 4J). 
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Definition. Let {x)i;!)(z)1 (n=1，2，… be the sequence of the μ-dimensional 
limiting computing functio'l on T Eγ. If it holds 
(1. 7) lim X~:!)(z)=O (or ∞) 
n->日
for some element T of 1j. al1d some point z EDT' we call G the μ-convergent (or 
divergent) type. If it holds 
(1.8) 0<且旦 x~げ)(z) 孟 lim X ~%の (z) < ∞ 
n->αn-参目コ
for some T (Ertj.) and some point ZEDT' we call G the μ-finite type. 
4. In the previous paper [4J we obtained the following results with respect to E. 
PROPOSITION 1. (i) Let G *(α。)be a Kleinian grou.ρwith ρ'roρ'erties (A)αnd (B). Then 
Gキ(α。)is theμ divergentち砂e，if and only if M ~ (E)=∞. (i) 11 G*(α。)is theμ convergent 
ちIte，then it holds Mμ (E)=O. 2 
The Hausdorff dimension d(E) of the singular set E of G is defined in the 
following: 
d(E)=叫 if;Mf(E)=∞I=inf {~ ; M.if(E)=OI 
We had the following proposition ([ 4J). 
PRO削 ?ON2Letcl(E)=fL beル伽必ずd抑制t仰ザル singularset E 01 
G*(α0). 11す >α0，伽 ithol，ゐthatM伊)<+∞・
We presented in [4J the following three problems. (1) Is G *(α。)the μ-convergent 
かρe，if M.t: (E)=O? This is the converse of (i) in PROPOSITION 1. (I) Doιs ithold 
μ。
O<M守(E)αtthHUMOザ dintR問問 d(E)=2? 11 so，ゐG*(α。)theμo-finite type? 
(Ii) Does it always附す訊lorG*(ao) ? 
In the case of GN， the above problems (1) and (I) were solved positively in [2J and 
it is not necessary to consider the problem (II)， since α。=0.
REMARK. We obtained in [2J the result that O<MμN(EN)<+∞is equivalent to that 
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。<立旦xJ;γ)(z);;::;li記 X~'~~;T)(ク)<+∞ for a町 Tand any z EDT" But in the proce田 ofn→∞ n→∞ n，N 時
proving LEMMA 5 oI this theol百 nthere is a mistake. But this is easily corrected. The 
main part of this correction is similar to the method using inequalities (3.6) and (3.7) in 
the process of proving THEOREM 3 (s3) of this paper. 
~ 2. Properties of the limiting c聞 putingfl附
5. The purpose of this paper is to solve the problems (1) and (I). But now the 
problem (1I) is stil open. 
At first we shall give some properties which will be necessary to solve these 
problems. 
Let C*(α。)be the μconvergent type. Th~n it holds for some element T E{[j引け and
some point zξDT 
Iim x~ペT)(z)=lim (月mL ~;T)(z ))= O. n→∞ u，山 n→∞ N→∞ U ，け






lim x~~;)(z)= 0 
n-→ム可
lim Oim x<.':'(~)(z))=O. 
N→∞ n→∞ ll.l、
Therefore we obtain 
(2.3) lim (lim X_(κ;T)(z))=lim (lim L(~iT)(z))=O. 
N→∞ n→∞ 片山 n→∞ N→∞ 1l..l'i 
N ext we suppose畑町 isthe 1-1-divergent type. Let CN制午 forany 
integer N (> 0) be the subgroup of G'永(α。)and its Hausdorff dimension of the singular set 
μN 
EN. We have already found in [3J thatーす一 increasesstrictly according as the 
“ μNμ。
increment of the boundary circles of BN and lim ~一一ニd(E)). Further we have 
山 N→∞ 2 2 
from PROPOSITION 1 that 百五x(/仏T)(Z)<十∞ for any element TE{[j*(α。)and any point n-→ 
Z EDT is equivalent to that M竺(E)<+∞ Then from the definition of the Hausdorff 
dimension we have 
2 
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川 μn
ーニ<一二-
2 ' 2 
So there exists a positive向山叫制すく liN Hence we have frorn 
THEOREM 2 in [2J that 
lim Xい (z)=x(μ;U(z)ニ∞.
nー 今ム‘
Since (z) is a monotone increasing function of N， we hav 
(2.6) lim x(μ ∞。
N→00 ∞川
Thus from the assump，tion on and (2.6) we have 
(2.7) lim x(そ，7)(z))=lim Uim 
N→∞ n→∞ n，l"¥， n→∞ N→∞ 
C口。
the above result we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a Kleiniaηgrozψwith 
theμ dive律問t)type， then it holds 
(lim X ~(~;r) (z ) = lim Uim X 
N→∞ n→∞ il，l";J n->∞ N→c。 O 
(A) and (B)園 lf お
∞). 
6. We defined the types of G叩 anddiv'ided them into three types. But it is 
natural to arise the problem: Does there exist the type other than the above 
ones? In other words， there may exist the case that 
or 
望号<lim xY:..T) (z)=∞ 
五三ら ロ→∞円一
。=li旦 (I';T) < 1思xr)(z)
n-→。。日
for some εlement T and some point z EDT and some numberμa 
We sha11 prove that for any fixed number μ there are only three types of G宇和。)，
that is， the μconvergent， divergent and finite types. For this purpose we shall give the 
following Lemma. 
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LElvllvlA 1 ([4]). Let G咋lO)be a K.leinian grou.ρdefined in theαbove. (i) Then it hol，ゐ
(2.5) (4K十 1)μX171(Zo) 壬 X;~~')(z)豆 (4K+1)μxiゴ)(z0) 
戸rany element T E rlj*(ao) and any twoρoznおzand Zo E DI' where Kおαρositiveconstant 
in the troρerty (A). (i) Let T， T*αnd T件(宇 T-1，*~f*-I) be arbitrary elemenls rtj.*(ao}. 
‘Then tJlRre exist5 aρositive cmお古びntK.(G*(α。)，T*，1'キヘμ)deρ'ending 0ηly 0η G*(α。)， T*， 
T料 andμ(>2α。)such that it holds for any twoρoznお Z (ξ DT)αnd z本=T*T料 (z)(E 
DT本)
(2.10) X11L(z)ミ K(G*い。)， Tワペμ)x:JJU*)
Proof. Since the proof of (i) is given in C 4J， we shall give only the proof of (i) here. 
Take any element 8(n+2)ニ 8(n)T*T**= T in • . • Ti11'*1'料 ofgrade n + 2 such that 
T吋 T11
Since 
I~ω仇S品九九(川川n肘叩川+叫2dz 1 -'1 dz* 唱キハ dT**吋(zけハ dz





Rc μ RT' μ R中判 μ 
= ヱ (一一C'~(;I~_\ I )' ( 同 t 一一)(一一二一 ) . S(川)ξG市o)'lz*-S(~，(∞) I ' 'IT**(z)-T*-I(∞)i' 'Iz-T料一1(，∞)1 
Since al1 circles 1 K.jl?~1 and 1 H" H/ li~ρ ト 1 are contained in a c10sed disc Do， it
holds 1 z-T**-I(∞) 1 孟 2ρ'0and 1 T料 (z)-T*-I(∞) 1 孟 2ρ0・







Thus we have from (2.12) 
x立1L(z)詮 K(G*(α。)， T*，Tぺμ)xrzwっ
q.e.d. 
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7. By using the above LEMMA 1 we have the following result. 
LEMMA 2. Assume that it holds li.ID. X ~μ，:!') (zo)=∞ for some element T*αnd some n-→。oF¥. 0，00 
ρoint zoEDT*' Then G*(α。)is the μ-divergentかρ'e.
Proof. From the assumption there exists some subsequence {x ~;.T':: (zo}f (i= 1，2，…) 
for some T* and some point z oEDT' such that 
(2.13) lim x~七)(zo)= ∞.
1一歩。 孟 ~ 
Take another element T料(宇Tr1)Ertj*(α。)and let it be fixed. Then from (i) of LEMMA 1 
there exists a positive integer No depending on large number M (> 1)， T*， T判 ，G*(α。)
and μsuch tha，t itholds for any integer nio ~ N 0 (> 0) and any point z *EDT， 
(2.14) x rtt)(z*)>(4K+1)μM 
ャ K(G*(α0)'TぺT**，μ)， 
where K is a constant in the property (A) and K(Gキ(α。)，T*， T*ぺμ)is a constant in (i) of 
LEMMA 1. The4h we have from (i) of LEMMA 1 
(2.15) X21)μ(z) > M 
for any element T (宇T料 1)uniformly on Dy・ Ifwe take another element Tj* (宇 T*-l)
different from T判 andsimilar steps as in the above， then there exists a positive integer 
N~ depending on M (> 1)， T*， Tア， G ホ (G~) and μsuch that for any n~。ミ N~
(2.16) ぃ;T'){_ *， 4K+1)μM X ~;::∞ (z*) > 一一一一一一K(G*(α。)，TヘT1*，μ)
and hence it holds for any T (=t= Tj*-l) 
(2.17) X272m(z)>M 
uniformly on Dy・ Ifwe take No=max (No，No')， then it holds for any element TEγ( Go) 
and any nj孟No
(2.18) X5f)2m(z)>M 
uniformly on DT Since luim X 52出，:f召白2立;iふ，川N(μωzd)= X ;2，f4丑J2旦ユ;:L，ρ河。∞点c
N→∞ 
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N c1ependi時 onlyon smallεsuch that it holds for any eleme叫 TErzj.N
(2.19) X24，N(z) ミ M一ε> 1 
We know that this inequality is a sufficient condition for M ι(EN) to be infinity ([2J). 
2 
Hence we obtain that M号(E)=ート∞・ Hence from (i) of PROPOSlTION 1 we can conclude 
that Gぺα。)is the μdivergent type. 
q.e.d. 
8. N ext we shall prove the fol1owing result. 
LEMMA 3. Assume向 tuhofdsJ主主 X~~')(Zo)=O for抑 neelernent T*Eγ(内)and 
sorneρoint z 0EDT'. Then G *(α。)お theμ-convergent妙e，thatふ limxrつい。)=0.
n-→00 ・ι ，ー
Proof. Assume that 11函 x~:!吋zo)=k (>0) for some T* and some zoEDTキ Then
n一→c<コ u 、~
there exists a subsequence {x ~μ;Tつい。)! (i=l， 2，…) of the ，u-dimensional computing ¥ /'-n，.o 
functions on T such that 
(2.20) lim x~μ;~') (z 0) = k. 
1-→ 
Hence there is a positive integer No=No(c，n;) depending only on any εand l1i such that 
it holds for N主N。
(2.21) xtf)(Zo)>h-E >O 
On the other hand from the assumptiol1且且 x~μ:了) (z 0) = 0 there exists a subse-
n-→ 
ql問 ce14Jf)(zo)iGニ 1，2，・)such that 
(2.22) jim X ~ ]→∞ u 山
Since xtfu 
J1E xt:F)(Zo)=O 
Hence from the property (LEMMA 2 in [2J) of the computing function， we have 
(2.23) lim xTJつ(zo)=O.
n-参1l，J可
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Ther句efore we C3ln determine the order n; depending only on O = k ε 
in 1 x日つい。)f(i= 1，2，") so that it may hold 
x:μ;[')(20) < o， 
n"N 
which contradicts (2.21). Thus i.t must hold that lim ~ (20)ニo and hence it 
ね一一歩
completes the of this Lemma. 
q.e.d. 
Then we have from LEMMAS 2 and 3 the following theorem 
THEOREM 2. There are three 01 α。)lor a幻YJを:xednumberμ， that is， theμ-con 
vergeηt， aηdfiηite 
S 3; Relation自 hetw田町 tl1忠 Hausdorffmeasure of the自ingular自信t8of G*(α。)
and their lim:iting computIng fUl1ctions. 
9. N ow let us solve the ( 1). For this purpose we shall show that且皿
n一→。
Xぺ2ばr叩ゴf♂)刊(zけ)>0 均m仰pl加i沈悶e出呂 M船と(凹E町)>刈O. If w附e剖叫p卯p慨 [而1百瓦 X戸い伏川;1グ川ベTη円川、1刊)(
9 2 ' n→∞ n九，。∞
from PROPOSITION 1 and LEMMA 2 that G *(α。isthe μdivergent type and hence 
Mf(E)ニ+∞.So we may consider the case that G率(α。)is the μfinite type， that 
(3.1) 。<主m x~!) (2) 豆 limx~~!) 
D->co 11， <..v n-→ U，VU < +∞ 
for some element TEα。)and some point ZEDT， Then (3.1) holds for any eiernent T 
and any point Z EDT from LEMMAS 1 and 2. 
Take a positive integer N and let it be fb王町1. Then there is a some positive 
number K depending on N such that it holds 
x ) < K/ 
for any element TE1I. and any point ZEDT・ Furthertake a small number o and 
σN 
consider a covering consisting of closed discs with radii rRυν(<o) bounded circles of 
grade nj by (EGN) to the singular set EN. Extract a subcovering of ハ from
this covering for some elεment T* (E(比).
p .I!. 
D巳notethe sum of radii this subcovering by ~ Then from the relation 
between the radilof the ima-ge CIrcles and the iS041hc Circles of these elements S(P23 
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([1J)， we have 
(3.3) 151(札メ S(nj) = T キS(nj-1)・
Since 13円 nJ})」 J31(RJ，wehavefrom(33)
(3.4) 
PμPμ 
51(札 3y)E逗 K(GN"u) j~l (Rs"，，) ニ K(GN ，μ) 己(Rsふ~r 1) T*-l r~. 
On the other hand we have from the property of X ~:JJ (z) ([2J) 
(3.5) 収 J(S(問)(∞))=ミ)4ケ)μ， S(悶)=TS(rIl-1)・
Denote .max (nj)=n*. Consider each element R，守口L)of t1e sum (3.4). 
l豆)~玉 p
We put SD，~) = TS市_1) = TS弓-2) T*-l and denote n*-nj by n*(j) 
have from (3.5) 
Then we 
(3.6) K >55(J}}(EUL)μ 








Then we have from (β3圃4の)and (β3.7η ) 
(3.8) 151(札))?と K(GN"u)K (RTキ ，)μX125)(T*1(∞)) 
From the well known property about the Hausdorff measure (PROPOSlTlON 3 in [1J)， 
(3.9) ん。(N) とMf(EN(DT*)ミ X-1(ー すー)'2K(GNP)K(鳥取 1)flxcfJ(T*1(∞)，
where κis an absolute constant and ko(N) is a constant depending only on N. Since 
E)EN， we have 
(3.10) M~(EハDT') 孟 K*(GN，N， Tぺ μ)X173J(Tキ 1(∞) )， 
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where 1 T*， -l(ムヂよ)2K(GNPAJ)即時計)μisa constant depend叫
G1ゃ T*and μ. 
It holds that 
(3.11) 且旦 x~~~) =，q > 0 
n一少
on 
for some element *い。)and any point Z E Hence there is an integerε) (> 0) 
depending on any number εsatisfying k > 2εslIch that it holds for anyεr n;:;ε) 
(3.12) Ix n.oo 孟晶一 ε
Then it is easily seen that there is a positive integer No 
it holds 
(3.13) xtf)(z) 孟 k-2ε>。
for any integer Nミ andany Z EDT. 
on n andεsuch that 
At first we gave a small number O. Then we can take a grade number n so that the 
radii of the image circ1es by for any integer N may be less tllan O. Hence from 
(3.10) and (3.13) we obtain for T= Tキ 1
(3.14) Mt(EハDp) と K*(Gj¥pN，l、三μ)(か一 > O. 




Trierlfrom the contTaposition of the above fact we can cia112that Mf{E)=O Implies 
thatα。)is the μ~convergent type. Thus we have from (i) of PROPOSITION 1 the 
following theorem， which solves the Problem ( 1 ).
THEOREM 3. Let G吋α。)be a Kleiniaηgrouρwith ρroρerties (A)αnd (B). Then G*(σ。)
ぬtheμconvergenttype 0ηかifMf(E)=0. 
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10. Now let us consider the Problem (I). We know that Mμι(E) <+∞ at the 
Hausdorff dimension d(E)=与 fromPROPOSITION 2 and伽 tthere are only加 etypes 
of C*(α。)from THEOREM 2. So it is easily conjectured from THEOREM 3 that Cキ(α。)is the 
μ。-finitetype. We shall lead the contradiction under the assumption of the μ。-converge
nt type at the Hausdorff dimension. 
Since lim X r:!) (z) =十∞ is equivalent to Mf(E)=+∞， C*(句 is the 
n→".山
(μ。-o)-divergent type for any number o (<μ。)from the definition of d(E). Hence 
however small o is， itholds for some element TE 1/-*( (10) and some point z oEDT 
(3.15) J昆xiJZ)い。)=∞，い=μ。-o)
Take a large integer N and let it be fixed Then xifbo)is a function of n and 
μTake a integer n1 (> 0). Since X ~，R (z 0) is a continuous and monotone decreasing 
function ofμfor some fixed integer n1 (> 0)， we have 
(3.16) X<.:';J')(zo)=lim X t;:;~)(zo)=k(叫ん).
μ"..' メr→μ..."ー
Since X~~J)(zo) is a moootone increasing function of N， we have 
(3固17) x(;:ご)(z 0) ミ k(n1，μ。).
As C*(口。)is the μ-divergent type (μ<μ。)， there is a large ioteger n2 (> 01) such that 
(3.18) 北京)(Zo)>xrG)(zo)
Hence from (3.17) and (3.18) we have 
(3.19) xtf)(Zo) 詮 k(n1，uo) ， 
Continuiog these procedures infinitely many times， we have the subsequence of 
computing functions ixitjJ)(zo)i(i=132，…) so that it may holds for any ni 
(3.20) x <.;:;:) (z 0) 詮 k(n1 "uo). 
If we suppose that C *(α。)is the μ。-convergenttype， itholds 
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(3.21) lim x~o:T)(zo)=o. 
n-→00 11，V，"， 
This fact contradicts (3.20). Thus G*(α。)is not the μ。-convergenttype園 Thereforewe 
can claim that is the μ。-finitetype and henα0， v"hich solves the 
2 
Problem (I). Hence we have from PROPOSITlON 2 the theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let G吋α。)be a Kleiniω~ group with 1う (A)仰 d(B). Assume that 
す >αo. Then G"(ao) ist，舵 fJ.o-finitetype 0的仰<M4)<+∞
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